Rules for Campers Traveling on a Bus or Van:

- Campers should be encouraged to utilize the bathroom prior to departing.
- Please obey your “Bus Captain” and all Ramah staff-members at all times.
- Passengers must remain seated at all times with hands and arms inside the vehicle. (This requirement to remain seated at all times may be modified, as appropriate, when traveling aboard motor coaches with toilets on board.)
- All personnel in vehicles must buckle up before the vehicle can leave camp, and remain belted until exiting the vehicle after it parked. If applicable, persons in wheelchairs are seat-belted into wheelchairs that are in locked positions and secured to vehicles.
- Campers should be careful not to be disruptive during the bus ride (no yelling, running around on the bus, etc.). Videos and other entertainment must be quiet enough not to distract the driver.
- Do not disembark from the vehicle without the express permission of your Bus Captain.
- Do not leave any garbage on the bus